When you leave the hotel and follow the ramp and enter the underground you will see this sign, turn to the right.

After passing the Dunkin Donuts on your right side you will go down this short flight of stairs and follow the Metro sign to the left.
Once inside the Metro look for this sign and take the Blue Line (BL) two stops to the Pentagon.

As you exit you will see this sign, bear to the left.
Take this escalator to the top and make a hard left and enter the Pentagon Security line. This is just like the airport with a baggage screener and a walk through metal detector. We suggest you leave any unnecessary items in your room. You’ll be asked to empty your pockets, remove belts and place these items on the conveyor belt.

Photography was not allowed at the visitor screening building. You will exit the screening area and proceed outside and follow the signs to the building entrance. Once inside you make a hard left to the Tour waiting area. NACC Staff should be on hand to assist. If not just listen for the instructions from the tour guides, they are very loud and direct. Photography is allowed at the mock-up Pentagon Press Podium. Restrooms are located in this area as the tours will not stop for restroom breaks. Once the tour starts cellphones must be turned off. All this will be explained by the tour guides before the tour starts. If you arrive early or finish your tour with time to spare, you can go back to the visitor center and present your CAC and receive an Unescorted Visitor Badge. This will allow you near full access to anywhere in the building, including the shopping areas and multiple food courts.